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A B S T R A C T

Purpose
To explore the genetic landscape of tumors from patients enrolled on the BOLERO-2 trial to
identify potential correlations between genetic alterations and efficacy of everolimus treatment.
The BOLERO-2 trial has previously demonstrated that the addition of everolimus to exemestane
prolonged progression-free survival by more than twofold in patients with hormone receptor–
positive, human epidermal growth factor receptor 2–negative, advanced breast cancer previously
treated with nonsteroidal aromatase inhibitors.

Patients and Methods
Next-generation sequencing was used to analyze genetic status of cancer-related genes in 302
archival tumor specimens from patients representative of the BOLERO-2 study population.
Correlations between the most common somatic alterations and degree of chromosomal
instability, and treatment effect of everolimus were investigated.

Results
Progression-free survival benefit with everolimus was maintained regardless of alteration status of
PIK3CA, FGFR1, and CCND1 or the pathways of which they are components. However, quantitative
differences in everolimus benefit were observed between patient subgroups defined by the exon-
specificmutations in PIK3CA (exon 20 v 9) or by different degrees of chromosomal instability in the
tumor tissues.

Conclusion
The data from this exploratory analysis suggest that the efficacy of everolimus was largely independent
of the most commonly altered genes or pathways in hormone receptor–positive, human epidermal
growth factor receptor 2–negative breast cancer. The potential impact of chromosomal instabilities and
low-frequency genetic alterations on everolimus efficacy warrants further investigation.

J Clin Oncol 34:419-426. © 2015 by American Society of Clinical Oncology

INTRODUCTION

Everolimus, an oral mammalian target of rapa-
mycin (mTOR) inhibitor, has antitumor activity
in multiple cancer types. The double-blinded,
randomized, placebo-controlled, phase III
trial BOLERO-2 (NCT00863655) demon-
strated that everolimus plus exemestane sub-
stantially improved progression-free survival
(PFS) compared with placebo plus exemestane
in hormone receptor–positive (HR1), human

epidermal growth factor receptor 2–negative
(HER22) advanced breast cancer that recurred
and/or progressed during or after nonsteroidal
aromatase inhibitor therapy (median PFS, 7.8 v 3.2
months, respectively; hazard ratio [HR], 0.45;
95% CI, 0.38 to 0.54; P, .001).1 Everolimus was
associated with similar risk reduction in pro-
gression across patient subgroups predefined
by age, race, previous treatment, and disease
characteristics.

Development of NextGen Sequencing (NGS)
techniques allows for extensive exploration of
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tumor genetic landscapes, including HR1, HER22 breast
cancer.2-9 However, correlations between such genetic alteration
data and clinical outcome in well-defined large clinical trial cohorts
of any cancer have yet to be explored. We sequenced exons of
cancer-related genes using NGS technology in archival tumor
specimens from a subset of patients in BOLERO-2 and explored
potential associations between PFS benefit from everolimus and
genetic alterations in phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K) and
fibroblast growth factor receptor (FGFR) pathway genes. Fur-
thermore, we developed an estimation metric for chromosomal
instability using NGS data from a target gene panel and explored its
correlation with everolimus PFS benefit. To our knowledge, this is
the first report of the use of broad NGS data to explore predictive
biomarkers in a pivotal oncology trial.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

BOLERO-2 Trial and NGS Patient Subgroup
BOLERO-21 included 724 patients with HR1, HER22 advanced

breast cancer who were randomly assigned in a ratio of 2:1 to everolimus
plus exemestane or placebo plus exemestane. Tumor samples from 302
patients had NGS data available for evaluation. All patients included in the
present analysis consented to evaluation of their archival tumor samples.

Tumor Sample and Biomarker Assays
Tumor DNA was extracted from formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded

archival tumor tissue sections. Tumor DNA preparation, library con-
struction, hybrid capture, and sequencing were previously described.10

Samples with a minimum unique coverage of 2503 were evaluated in the
subsequent data analysis. Somatic genetic alterations were reported after
we filtered for known germline variants present in public databases (Data
Supplement). Only somatic mutations predicted with our variant anno-
tation pipeline were included in these analyses.

Scoring of Chromosomal Instability From NGS Data
A scoring metric for measuring chromosomal instability (CIN) in

tumor samples based on genomic structural aberrations reported in the
NGS data was calculated for each sample (Data Supplement). The CIN
score comprises the number of rearrangements and the number and
magnitude of copy-number changes between neighboring genes on the
chromosome (Data Supplement).

Statistical Analyses
Somatic alterations were summarized by using descriptive statistics.

PFS in patients whose tumors harbored altered versus wild-type status
for the indicated biomarker in each treatment arm was estimated by
using Kaplan-Meier method. A Cox proportional hazards model was
used to test the interaction between treatment and biomarkers and to
compute HRs and the associated 95% CI for the biomarker-defined
subpopulations in each treatment arm, adjusted for clinical covariates if
any were significantly imbalanced between treatment arms and varied by
comparison (Data Supplement). All P values presented were nominal
without adjustment for multiple testing. A hyperactive PI3K pathway was
defined as at least one mutation in PIK3CA, PTEN, AKT1, or PIK3R1 or
as low PTEN expression by means of immunohistochemistry with an
H-score, 10. The CIN score was dichotomized into a binary variable by
a cutoff point, and the one that maximized the difference in treatment
effect between the two subgroups was identified by a grid search of a
range of values.

RESULTS

BOLERO-2 NGS Cohort and Genetic Alterations
Evaluable data were obtained from 302 samples. In the NGS

subgroup, 244 (81%) were from primary tumors, 57 (19%) were
from metastatic lesions, and one was of unknown status. This
represented 42% of the BOLERO-2 trial population.

This NGS subgroup included 209 (43.1%) of 485 patients
from the everolimus arm and 93 (38.9%) of 239 patients from the
placebo arm. Demographic and baseline clinical characteristics
were similar between the NGS and trial populations and between
the treatment arms of the NGS subgroup (Table 1). The PFS benefit
with everolimus in the NGS subgroup was comparable to that in
the overall trial population (Table 1). This finding suggested that
the NGS subgroup was representative of the BOLERO-2 trial
population and, more importantly, that the integrity of random
assignment was preserved in the NGS subgroup.

The genetic profile of the patients in theNGS subgroupwas largely
consistent with data from. 400 HR1, HER22 breast cancer tumors
in The Cancer Genome Atlas network (TCGA) report (Fig 1A).3 This
included most of the frequently altered genes and the relationships
between mutations in genes in the same signaling pathways. The genes
most frequently altered were PIK3CA (47.6%), CCND1 (31.3%), TP53
(23.3%), and FGFR1 (18.1%; Fig 1A; Data Supplement).

The genetic profiles of metastatic and primary tumor samples
from BOLERO-2 were generally similar, with statistically sig-
nificantly increased mutation rates observed only for ESR1,
MDM2, and DNMT3A (Fig 1B). The increased mutation rate of
ESR1 in metastatic samples is likely associated with their devel-
opment of resistance to hormonal therapies.11

Correlations Between Everolimus Benefit and Genetic
Alterations in the PI3K/mTOR Pathway

We tested the hypothesis that tumors dependent on a
hyperactive PI3K/mTOR pathway might yield greater treatment
benefit from everolimus by examining the effect of PIK3CA
mutations on PFS benefit. All PIK3CA mutations were previously
reported, with almost 90% occurring in exon 9 (32.9%) or 20
(53.9%). Median PFS was longer in patients with wild-type
PIK3CA in both treatment arms than in those with mutations,
with a slightly greater reduction in risk of progression with
everolimus versus placebo. For wild-type PIK3CA, the HR was
0.37; (95% CI, 0.25 to 0.55), and for mutated PIK3CA, the HR was
0.51 (95% CI, 0.34 to 0.77; interaction P 5 .35). These findings
suggested that PIK3CA mutations only minimally affected the
efficacy of everolimus (Fig 2A, Table 2). Similar results were
observed in patients with PI3K pathway activity that was either
normal (HR, 0.38; 95% CI, 0.24 to 0.50) or hyperactive (HR, 0.49;
95% CI, 0.34 to 0.70; interaction P 5 .5; Fig 2B). When patients
were assigned to subgroups on the basis of mutations in PIK3CA
exon 20 (kinase domain) or exon 9 (helical domain), PFS benefit
from everolimus appeared to be greater in those with exon-9
mutations (HR, 0.26; 95% CI, 0.12 to 0.54) than in those with
exon-20 mutations (HR, 0.56; 95% CI, 0.31 to 1.00, Table 2).

Correlations betweenmTORmutations and enhanced clinical
benefit from mTOR inhibitors were suggested in a few case studies
involving NGS analyses of tumor samples obtained from patients in
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whom extraordinary clinical efficacy was observed.12,13 We were
able to confirm or predict 10 somatic mutations in mTOR; this
allowed only case studies in our analysis. The results appear to
agree with reported observations that patients with mTOR
mutations may derive greater benefit from everolimus (Data
Supplement). However, a definitive conclusion awaits more sys-
tematic investigation of functionally well-characterized somatic
mutations in larger patient cohorts. Overall, although mutations in
PIK3CA or the PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway as a whole were unlikely
to be associated with everolimus efficacy, these results suggest that
mutations in certain PIK3CA or mTOR functional domains might
render a tumor more sensitive to mTOR blockade in relatively
small subsets of patients.

Correlations Between Everolimus Benefit and Genetic
Alterations in FGFR and Cell-Cycle Control Genes

We next examined potential correlations between everolimus-
derived PFS benefit and aberrations in genes-encoding proteins
involved in FGFR signaling and cell-cycle regulation. These are two
oncogenic pathways that are frequently mutated and that are under
intensive therapeutic investigations in estrogen receptor–positive
(ER1), HER22 breast cancer.14 Similar to the observations with
the PI3K pathway, amplification of CCND1 or genetic alterations
in cell-cycle control genes CCND1, CDK4, CDK6, and CDKN2A
had minimal effect on PFS gain with everolimus (Fig 2C).

The genetic alterations in FGFR1 and FGFR2 were mutually
exclusive (Data Supplement). The PFS benefit with everolimus ap-

peared similar between FGFR1-amplified and wild-type cohorts, with a
median PFS gain of approximately 4 months in each cohort (Table 3).
However, the sample size and number of events in the FGFR1-amplified
subgroup were too small to meet statistical significance.

Only seven patients, all in the everolimus arm, had confirmed,
activating somatic mutations in FGFR2. Median PFS for these
patients was 2.7 months (range, 1.3 to 3.9 months), which was
significantly shorter than the 7.0-month median PFS for
everolimus-treated patients in the NGS subgroup. (Additional
details are given in the Data Supplement).

Correlations Between Everolimus Benefit and
Chromosomal Instability

Increased chromosomal instability and tumor heterogeneity
are thought to be associated with treatment resistance in several
solid tumors.15-17 To assess the effect of chromosomal instability of
the tumors on the benefit derived from everolimus, and, more
importantly, to complement the single-gene or pathway-focused
analyses and to include low-frequency genetic alterations, we
derived and evaluated a CIN scoring system using the NGS data
from the targeted gene panel (see Discussion and Data
Supplement).

When the NGS subgroup was dichotomously assigned to
subgroups by high versus low CIN scores, those with lower scores
appeared to have a larger PFS benefit. A search for an optimal cut
point showed that the 75th percentile yielded the maximal dif-
ference in HR between high– versus low–CIN score subgroups (Fig

Table 1. Demographic and Baseline Characteristics in the BOLERO-2 NGS Subgroup and Overall Study Population

Characteristic

NGS Subgroup Overall Study Population

Everolimus
(n 5 209)

Placebo
(n 5 93)

Everolimus
(n 5 485)

Placebo
(n 5 239)

No. % No. % No. % No. %

Age, years
Median (range) 62 (56-70) 60 (55-66) 62 (56-69) 61 (55-66)

Race
White 152 73 68 73 361 74 186 78
Asian 43 21 23 25 98 20 45 19
Other 14 6 2 2 27 6 8 3

Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group
performance status

0 139 67 64 69 292 60 142 59
1 64 31 27 29 175 36 84 35
2 3 1 2 2 9 2 7 3

Visceral disease 113 54 47 51 271 56 135 56
No. of metastatic sites
1 71 34 29 31 154 32 64 27
2 61 29 30 32 149 31 84 35
$ 3 76 36 34 37 180 37 91 38

Previous sensitivity to hormone
therapy 180 86 77 83 409 84 201 84

Previous endocrine treatment
Letrozole or anastrozole 209 100 93 100 485 100 239 100
Tamoxifen 96 46 45 48 230 47 119 50
Fulvestrant 34 16 14 15 80 17 39 16

PFS events 127 78 293 197
Median PFS, months (95% CI) 7.0 (6.7 to 8.5) 4.0 (2.6 to 4.2) 7.8 (6.9 to 8.5) 3.2 (2.8 to 4.1)
Hazard ratio (95% CI) 0.44 (0.33 to 0.59) 0.44 (0.37 to 0.53)

Abbreviations: NGS, next-generation sequencing; PFS, progression-free survival.
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2D; Data Supplement). Patients with CIN score below the 75th
percentile derived a median PFS gain of 5.5 months from adding
everolimus to exemestane (median PFS 8.4 v 2.9 months for
everolimus v placebo; HR, 0.39; 95% CI, 0.28 to 0.54; interaction
P 5 .17). In comparison, the median PFS gain was 1.5 months in
patients with a CIN score above the 75th percentile (median PFS
5.6 v 4.1 months for everolimus v placebo; HR, 0.62; 95% CI, 0.35
to 1.08). These data suggested that tumors with lower chromo-
somal instability might derive greater benefit from the addition of
everolimus. The effect of chromosomal instability on PFS was only
evident in patients in the everolimus arm and not those in the
placebo arm, suggesting that the potential association between CIN
and PFS was everolimus-specific (Fig 2D).

DISCUSSION

To our knowledge, this analysis represents the first attempt to
explore correlations between clinical efficacy and broad gene-
tic alterations—both sequence variations and copy-number

variations—in tumor tissues characterized by means of massive
parallel sequencing of many cancer-related genes (Data Supple-
ment) in a phase III trial of a common solid tumor.

Several observations with implications for improving our
understanding of the PI3K/mTOR and related signaling pathways,
potential clinical utilities, and development of new therapeutics
emerged from this analysis. Although similar to findings from other
reported analyses,18 the lack of appreciable effect of activating PIK3CA
mutations or PI3K-pathway activity (defined by genetic alterations and
PTEN level) on everolimus benefit highlighted the oversimplification of
both the hypothesis and the analytic method of pooling all genetic
alterations in this frequently mutated gene or hyperactive pathway. Our
data suggested that PIK3CA exon-9 mutations were associated with
more benefit from everolimus than exon-20 mutations were. This
exon-specific, or protein functional domain–specific, effect is consistent
with the results fromaphase II neoadjuvant study in patientswith ER1,
HER22 breast cancer who were randomly assigned to receive letrozole
or letrozole plus everolimus.19 A difference of approximately two-fold
was observed in the antiproliferative effect between treatments in
patients with PIK3CA exon-9 mutations compared with a nearly
identical effect in patients with PIK3CA exon-20 mutations.19 Data
from . 400 Cancer Cell Line Encyclopedia cell lines20 showed sig-
nificantly increased phospho-AKT levels in cell lines with PIK3CA
exon-20 mutations versus exon-9 mutations, whereas mTOR activities,
indicated by phospho-S6 level, were similar (Data Supplement). This
finding suggested that activating mutations in the kinase domain may
limit the efficacy of everolimus by means of AKT-mediated tumor
survival. It was also shown that only exon-20 mutations directly
enhanced PI3K activity, whereas exon-9 mutations might gain the
ability to interact with insulin receptor substrate-1 independent of the
p85 PIK3R1 (regulatory subunit), thereby rewiring the oncogenic
signaling pathway.21 More importantly, this observation suggests the
necessity of a clinical evaluation of PIK3CAmutations according to their
specific functional effect. The same principle should apply to analysis of
mutations in genes encoding proteins withmultiple functional domains
(eg, mTOR) and different components of an oncogenic pathway.

FGFR1 amplification has been associated with invasiveness of
breast cancer and resistance to endocrine therapy.22,23 In our analysis,
tumors with FGFR1 and FGFR2 amplification or activating mutations
appeared to derive less PFS benefit from everolimus possibly because
of reduced dependence on mTOR signaling and/or increased
expression of mTOR substrate 4E-BP1. 4E-BP1 is encoded by
EIF4EBP1 located between FGFR1 and GPR124 on chromosomal
region 8p12. FGFR1 and GPR124 are coamplified in almost all NGS-
assessed BOLERO-2 tumor samples and TCGAcohorts, which should
result in coamplification and, presumably, increased expression of
EIF4EBP1 in FGFR1-amplified tumor samples.CCND1 andRPS6KB2
(encoding S6 kinase, another mTOR substrate) and genes encoding
FGF3, FGF4, and FGF19 are colocalized on chromosomal region
11q13. Coamplification of 11q13 and 8p12 has been observed in some
breast cancer cell lines and primary breast tumors.24-26 Chromosomal
colocalization and, often, coamplification of genes that encodemTOR
substrates, FGFR family members, and cyclin D1 may provide an
intriguing explanation for the observed lessened PFS benefit with
everolimus in FGFR1-amplified tumors. Consistent with our obser-
vation, a recent report suggests that TKI258, an FGFR inhibitor,
produced greater disease stabilization in patients with HR1, HER22,
FGFR1-amplified breast cancer than in those withwild-type FGFR1.27
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Fig 1. (A) Alteration frequency in BOLERO-2 versus The Cancer Genome Atlas
(TCGA) estrogen receptor–positive (ER1), human epidermal growth factor
receptor 2–negative (HER22) breast cancer cohort. Genes most frequently altered
in the BOLERO-2 next-generation sequencing (NGS) subgroup and corresponding
frequency in patients with ER1, HER22 breast cancer samples from TCGA were
compared.3 Genes with alteration frequency . 5% (ie, altered in at least 15
patients) in the BOLERO-2 NGS cohort are shown. (B) Alteration frequency in
metastatic versus primary tumors in the BOLERO-2 NGS cohort. Genetic alteration
rates of ESR1, MDM2, and DNMT3A were different between metastatic versus
primary tumors at statistically significant levels. *P # .05; †P # .005.
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Similarly, in a phase I study of E-3810, an FGFR1 and VEGFR
inhibitor, four of eight patients with breast cancer (mostly ER1,
HER22) with FGFR1 or FGF4 amplification had a sustained
partial response.28 These observations may support an explo-
ration of combination therapies in the subset of HR1, HER22
breast cancer with altered FGFRs to further improve clinical
effectiveness.

Chromosomal instability has been associated with poor
clinical outcome and treatment response in a number of
solid and hematologic malignancies.16,29 Limited studies
demonstrated that lower chromosomal instability might
be associated with a better outcome with taxanes in the
adjuvant setting in ER1 breast cancer.30 Our analysis de-
monstrated, for the first time, a potential correlation
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between the efficacy of a targeted therapy and chromosomal
instability. Although experimental evidence is awaited to dem-
onstrate a direct mechanistic link between more stable chromo-
somes and higher sensitivity to everolimus, a plausible explanation
may be that higher chromosomal instability leads to more tumor
heterogeneity, giving rise to polyclonal populations in tumors and
thereby making them prone to treatment resistance. In addition,
the placebo-controlled trial design enabled us to conclude that the
CIN score did not equally affect exemestane monotherapy, and,
therefore, it was likely to be associated with everolimus efficacy.

Various metrics for estimating chromosomal instability have
been previously developed based on gene-expression signatures
and genome-wide mutation profiles of tumors; examples include
CINGEC (Chromosomes Instability Genome Event Count), GII
(Genome Instability Index), CIN70 (70-Gene Chromosomal Insta-
bility), and CINSARC (Complexity Index in Sarcoma).15,17,31-35

Although the whole-genome and transcriptome assays are the pres-
ently preferred methods for measurement of chromosomal instability,
development of an equally valid scoring metric by using data acquired
from a medium-sized, pan-cancer gene panel such as ours provides a
beneficial expansion of the utility of the NGS data increasingly collected
in oncology practice. By comparing CIN scores derived from whole-
exome and gene subset data in the ER1, HER22 breast cancer cohort
from TCGA, we demonstrated that chromosomal instability can be
estimated by using CIN scores calculatedwith data from a targeted gene
panel of random gene compositions (Data Supplement). Furthermore,
substantial enrichment of mutations in p53 pathway genes in the
high–CIN score subgroup supports the observations in the lit-
erature associating loss-of-function of TP53 with higher chromo-

somal instability in tumors36-38 (Data Supplement). With these
additional assessments, we believe that the estimation of chromo-
somal instability using CIN score based on data from a targeted gene
panel can be potentially useful for routine application in exploring
predictive signals for drug efficacy. It is also worth pointing out that,
although CIN scores are correlated with mutations in genes in the
p53 pathway or the number of genetic alterations in four common
oncogenic drivers, FGFR1/2, PIK3CA, and CCND1 (Data Supple-
ment), only a moderately reduced PFS benefit from everolimus was
observed in patient subgroups defined by mutations in p53 pathway
genes or by having at least two genetic alterations in the four
aforementioned genes (Data Supplement). We believe that the
observation suggests that, as a generic scoring scheme, the CIN score
accounts for genetic alterations of all frequencies in an unbiased
fashion. However, the CIN score needs further validation on
additional patient cohorts before it is applied in clinical settings.

The strengths of this exploratory biomarker analysis include
the ability to generate NGS data from a large subset of repre-
sentative patients from the randomized, placebo-controlled trial
and to assess their effect on clinical benefit by testing single and
multiple biomarker hypotheses and by using a CIN score derived
from broad genetic alterations. Nonetheless, at least twomethodologic
limitations and challenges, likely of general implication in this
type of analysis, are worth note. First, subgroup analysis based
on low-frequency genetic alterations suffers from statistical
challenges and the risks of overfitting the biomarkers to the
trial population, as exemplified by the lack of statistically sig-
nificant signals in the correlative analyses of PFS and mTOR,
FGFR1, FGFR2, and PIK3CA exon 9– and exon 20–specific

Table 3. PFS by Treatment Arm for Patients With FGFR1 Wild Type Versus Amplification

Group No. PFS Events Median PFS (months) 95% CI

Hazard Ratio Across
Treatments Without

Adjustment 95% CI

Placebo, wild type 70 58 4.0 2.6 to 5.3 0.43 0.31 to 0.6
Everolimus, wild type 166 96 8.3 6.8 to 10.7
Placebo, amplification 22 19 2.8 1.5 to 4.4 0.39 0.21 to 0.72
Everolimus, amplification 35 24 6.8 4.7 to 8.1

Abbreviation: PFS, progression-free survival.

Table 2. PFS Benefit in Patient Subgroups Defined by Overall and Exon-Specific Mutation Status of PIK3CA

PIK3CA and Study Arm No. PFS Events Median PFS (months) 95% CI Hazard Ratio 95% CI

Wild type
Placebo 50 44 4.2 2.8 to 5.6 0.37 0.25 to 0.55
Everolimus 109 58 8.3 6.9 to 11.9

All mutations
Placebo 43 34 2.8 1.5 to 4.1 0.51 0.34 to 0.77
Everolimus 100 69 6.7 4.6 to 8.3

Mutation in exon 20
Placebo 21 17 4.1 1.7 to 6.8 0.56 0.31 to 1.00
Everolimus 56 38 6.8 4.4 to 9.6

Mutation in exon 9
Placebo 15 13 1.5 1.3 to 2.6 0.26 0.12 to 0.54
Everolimus 32 22 5.2 2.7 to 6.9

Abbreviation: PFS, progression-free survival.
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mutations. To circumvent this inherent limitation of NGS-based
biomarker analysis, successful correlative analyses require develop-
ment of methods for effectively clustering genetic variations in a
hypothesis-free fashion, such as assessing overall genomic instability of a
tumor sample. These will enable inclusion of genes that may not fit any
obvious biologic hypothesis or have low population frequency, revealing
new biologic mechanisms or ascertainment of multiple genetic lesions.
Second, definitive identification of somatic alterations and, more
importantly, evaluation of the functional impact of many somatic
mutations, especially missense mutations, are critical for effective usage
of genetic data in correlative analysis. Because the exact functional-effect
evaluations often depend on time- and resource-demanding laboratory
experiments, especially for genes that have a broad mutation spectrum
ormutations affecting different protein function domains (eg, TSC1/2),
we expect this to be one of the major limiting factors for correlative
analyses based on broad NGS data in the coming years.

In summary, we have demonstrated that, in BOLERO-2, the
efficacy of everolimus was well maintained in patient subgroups
defined by their tumors’ status of the most commonly altered genes
and/or pathways. Our results, however, also revealed some potential
quantitative differences in the efficacy of everolimus among patients
with tumors of different genetic status in specific PIK3CA exons,
FGFR2, or mTOR, as well as with different degrees of chromosomal
instabilities. The biologic and therapeutic implications of these
observations and the methodologic issues raised in this analysis
should be investigated further.
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GLOSSARY TERMS

everolimus: see RAD001.

fibroblast growth factor receptor (FGRF): a family
of tyrosine kinase receptors that has four members: FGFR1 to
4. Like other tyrosine kinase receptors, intracellular signaling
follows receptor dimerization in response to ligand binding.
This leads to autophosphorylation of the tyrosine molecules in
the intracellular tyrosine kinase region of the receptor.

gene amplification: the presence of multiple copies of a
gene or genes that leads to overexpression of that gene or gene.

genomic: the scientific discipline in which multiple genes, gene
products, or regions of the genome are analyzed by using large-
scale, high-throughput molecular approaches directed at DNA
and RNA. This definition is a deviation from that of the original
term, which meant an analysis of the whole genome.

mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR): a member
of a protein complex, along with raptor and GbL, that is
used by cells to sense nutrients in the environment. mTOR is a
serine or threonine kinase that is activated by AKT and that
regulates protein synthesis on the basis of nutrient availability.
It was discovered when rapamycin, a drug used in transplantation,

was shown to block cell growth presumably by blocking the action
of mTOR.

NextGen Sequencing: a non-Sanger rapid DNA sequencing
method that can be done with greater speed, developed after the first
methodologic articles describing relatively rapid DNA sequencing
produced by Sanger et al (1977).

PI3K/PTEN/AKT pathway: a signal transduction pathways
involving the signaling molecules PI3K, PTEN, and AKT. PI3K gen-
erates phosphorylated inositides at the cell membrane, which are
required for the recruitment and activation of the serine kinase AKT.
PTEN is a lipid phosphatase that counteracts the effect of PI3K.
Accordingly, mutated PI3K and AKTact as dominant oncogenes, whereas
PTEN is a tumor suppressor gene.

RAD001: an orally active derivative of rapamycin, RAD001 (also
known as everolimus) is an inhibitor of mammalian target of
rapamycin. See mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR).

somatic mutation: a change in the genotype of a cancer cell. This is
distinguished from a germline mutation, which is a change in the
genotype of all the normal cells in a patient’s body. Germline mutations
may be passed to offspring, but somatic mutations may not.
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